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(57) A method is described. The method includes
recognizing higher priority users of a multi-level system
memory characterized by a faster higher level and a slow-
er lower level in which the higher level is to act as a cache
for the lower level and in which a first capacity of the
higher level is less than a second capacity of the lower
level such that caching resources of the higher level are
oversubscribe-able. The method also includes perform-

ing at least one of: declaring an amount of the second
capacity un-useable to reduce oversubscription of the
caching resources; allocating system memory address
space of the multi-level system memory so that requests
associated with lower priority users will not compete with
requests associated with the higher priority users for the
caching resources.
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Description

Field of the Invention

[0001] The field of invention pertains generally to the
computing sciences, and, more specifically, to multi-level
system memory configurations to operate higher priority
users out of a faster memory level.

Background

[0002] Computing system designers are constantly
seeking ways to improve the efficiency and/or perform-
ance of their systems. The efficiency and/or performance
of a computing system is generally dependent on its sys-
tem memory. As such, systems designers have recently
placed increased emphasis on system memory design
and/or system memory usage models.

Figures

[0003] A better understanding of the present invention
can be obtained from the following detailed description
in conjunction with the following drawings, in which:

Fig. 1 shows a computing system having a multi-
level system memory;
Fig. 2 shows a first configuration to provide higher
priority users with a faster level of the multi-level sys-
tem memory;
Fig. 3 shows a first configuration to provide higher
priority users with a faster level of the multi-level sys-
tem memory;
Fig. 4 shows a method for configuring a computer
system;
Fig. 5 shows a computing system.

Detailed Description

[0004] Fig. 1 shows an embodiment of a computing
system 100 having a multi-tiered or multi-level system
memory 112. According to various embodiments, a
smaller, faster near memory 113 (e.g., higher bandwidth
and/or small access time(s), etc.) may be utilized as a
cache for a larger, slower far memory 114 (e.g., lower
bandwidth and/or large access time(s), etc.). In various
embodiments, near memory 113 is used to store the more
frequently accessed items of program code and/or data
that are kept in system memory 112. By storing the more
frequently used items in near memory 113, the system
memory 112 will be observed as faster because the sys-
tem will often read/write from/to items that are being
stored in faster near memory 113.
[0005] According to various embodiments, near mem-
ory 113 has lower access times than the lower tiered far
memory 114 For example, the near memory 113 may
exhibit reduced access times by having a faster clock
speed than the far memory 114. Here, the near memory

113 may be a faster (e.g., lower access time), volatile
system memory technology (e.g., high performance dy-
namic random access memory (DRAM) and/or SRAM
memory cells) co-located with the memory controller 116.
By contrast, far memory 114 may be either a volatile
memory technology implemented with a slower clock
speed (e.g., a DRAM component that receives a slower
clock) or, e.g., a non volatile memory technology that is
slower (e.g., longer access time) than volatile/DRAM
memory or whatever technology is used for near mem-
ory.
[0006] For example, far memory 114 may be com-
prised of an emerging non volatile random access mem-
ory technology such as, to name a few possibilities, a
phase change based memory, a three dimensional
crosspoint memory, "write-in-place" non volatile main
memory devices, memory devices having storage cells
composed of chalcogenide, multiple level flash memory,
multi-threshold level flash memory, a ferro-electric based
memory (e.g., FRAM), a magnetic based memory (e.g.,
MRAM), a spin transfer torque based memory (e.g., STT-
RAM), a resistor based memory (e.g., ReRAM), a Mem-
ristor based memory, universal memory, Ge2Sb2Te5
memory, programmable metallization cell memory,
amorphous cell memory, Ovshinsky memory, etc. Any
of these technologies may be byte addressable so as to
be implemented as a system memory in a computing
system (also referred to as a "main memory") rather than
traditional block or sector based non volatile mass stor-
age.
[0007] Emerging non volatile random access memory
technologies typically have some combination of the fol-
lowing: 1) higher storage densities than DRAM (e.g., by
being constructed in three-dimensional (3D) circuit struc-
tures (e.g., a crosspoint 3D circuit structure)); 2) lower
power consumption densities than DRAM (e.g., because
they do not need refreshing); and/or, 3) access latency
that is slower than DRAM yet still faster than traditional
non-volatile memory technologies such as FLASH. The
latter characteristic in particular permits various emerg-
ing non volatile memory technologies to be used in a
main system memory role rather than a traditional mass
storage role (which is the traditional architectural location
of non volatile storage).
[0008] Regardless of whether far memory 114 is com-
posed of a volatile or non volatile memory technology, in
various embodiments far memory 114 acts as a true sys-
tem memory in that it supports finer grained data access-
es (e.g., cache lines) rather than only larger based "block"
or "sector" accesses associated with traditional, non vol-
atile mass storage (e.g., solid state drive (SSD), hard
disk drive (HDD)), and/or, otherwise acts as a byte ad-
dressable memory that the program code being executed
by processor(s) of the CPU operate out of. In various
embodiments, system memory may be implemented with
one or more dual in-line memory modules (DIMMs)
where a single DIMM card has both volatile (e.g., DRAM)
and (e.g., emerging) non volatile memory semiconductor
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chips disposed on it. In other configurations DIMM cards
having only DRAM chips may be plugged into a same
system memory channel (e.g., a double data rate (DDR)
channel) with DIMM cards having only non volatile sys-
tem memory chips.
[0009] In another possible configuration, a memory de-
vice such as a DRAM device functioning as near memory
113 may be assembled together with the memory con-
troller 116 and processing cores 117 onto a single sem-
iconductor device (e.g., as embedded DRAM) or within
a same semiconductor package (e.g., stacked on a sys-
tem-on-chip that contains, e.g., the CPU, memory con-
troller, peripheral control hub, etc.). Far memory 114 may
be formed by other devices, such as slower DRAM or
non-volatile memory and may be attached to, or integrat-
ed in the same package as well. Alternatively, far memory
may be external to a package that contains the CPU
cores and near memory devices. A far memory controller
may also exist between the main memory controller and
far memory devices. The far memory controller may be
integrated within a same semiconductor chip package
as CPU cores and a main memory controller, or, may be
located outside such a package (e.g., by being integrated
on a DIMM card having far memory devices).
[0010] In various embodiments, all or substantially all
components of the memory controller 116 are integrated
on a system-on-chip having multiple (e.g., general pur-
pose) processing cores 117, a peripheral control hub and
other circuitry (e.g., a graphics processing unit (GPU)).
In other embodiments at least some portion of these cir-
cuits are implemented off of such a chip. For instance,
in the case where the far memory 114 is implemented
with emerging non volatile memory chips, a far memory
controller may be locally coupled to such memory chips
off the main system-on-chip die (e.g., on one or more
DIMMs having the emerging non volatile memory chips).
Alternatively or in combination, the near memory control
circuitry or some portion thereof may be disposed outside
such a chip (e.g., on one or more DIMMs having the vol-
atile (e.g., DRAM) memory chips where such DIMM(s)
may even include emerging non volatile memory chips
and even far memory controller circuitry or some portion
thereof). In various possible packaging scenarios, even
if such circuits are located off a system-on-chip as de-
scribed above they may nevertheless exist within the
same package as the system-on-chip (e.g., such as in a
same semiconductor chip package where memory chips
and associated external logic from the system-on-chip
are integrated in a stacked chip solution).
[0011] In various embodiments, near memory 113 acts
as a memory side cache that caches the most frequently
accessed items from main memory (which may service
more than just the CPU core request(s) such as a graph-
ical processing unit (GPU) requests, peripheral requests,
network interface requests, etc.). Alternatively or in com-
bination, the memory controller 116 and/or some other
portion of the system (e.g., one or more of the CPUs, an
operating system, a virtual machine monitor, an operat-

ing system instance, etc.) does not recognize the exist-
ence of separate unique system memory address space
within near memory 113 or some portion thereof.
[0012] Here, storage space of near memory 113 that
is not recognized as having its own, separate system
memory address space may instead be reserved as a
memory-side cache region for far memory 114 or regions
thereof. In such configurations, e.g., far memory 114 has
separate system memory address space and the near
memory 113 acts as cache for the more frequently used
items (e.g., cache lines, pages, etc.) that are formally
kept in far memory 114 and whose formal system mem-
ory addresses are mapped to far memory 114.
[0013] Nevertheless, such systems may nevertheless
be configured to effectively provide system memory ad-
dress space in near memory if any relationship that exists
between which near memory resources provide cache
space for which far memory resources can be adjusted
to reduce or eliminate contention between requests that
map to a same near memory cache slot location. One
example where such a configuration is possible is a sys-
tem that implements near memory 113 as a direct
mapped cache. With a direct mapped cache, a group of
system memory addresses map to one "slot" in cache,
and, different cache slots map to different groups of dif-
ferent system memory addresses.
[0014] For example, consider an exemplary system
where far memory 114 has eight times the storage ca-
pacity of near memory 113 and both near memory 113
and far memory 114 are accessed at cache line granu-
larity. In this case, there exists a single cache line slot in
near memory 113 for every eight different cache line slots
in far memory 114, where, each cache line slot in far
memory 114 corresponds to a different, unique system
memory address. As such, if the near memory 113 is
implemented as a direct mapped cache, every eight dif-
ferent system memory addresses can map to a single
cache line slot in near memory 113.
[0015] According to a nominal mode of operation, if the
main memory controller 116 receives a read request, the
near memory controller 118 determines the address of
the near memory cache line slot that the request’s system
memory address maps to. If there is a cache hit in near
memory 113 (the request’s system memory address is
the same as the system memory address of the cache
line that is occupying the identified cache line slot in near
memory), the read request is serviced by providing the
cache line found in the near memory cache line slot as
the response to the request.
[0016] If there is a miss, the request is directed to far
memory 114 and the desired cache line is fetched from
far memory 114 by direct application of the request’s sys-
tem memory address. The fetched cache line is not only
provided to the requester to service the read request but
is also written in the near memory cache line slot that the
request’s system memory address maps to and that just
suffered a miss. The writing of the requested cache line
into the cache line slot causes the eviction of the cache
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line that was in the near memory cache line slot. The
evicted cache line is written back to its proper location in
far memory 114 by direct application of its corresponding
system memory address.
[0017] If the main memory controller 116 receives a
write request, the write request not only has an associ-
ated system memory address but also a cache line, or
portion thereof, to write into main memory 112. The near
memory controller 118 determines the address of the
near memory cache line slot that the request’s system
memory address maps to. If there is a hit, the write re-
quest is serviced by writing the cache line contents ap-
pended to the write request over the cache line in the
near memory 113 slot that the request’s system memory
address maps to.
[0018] If there is a miss, the request is directed to far
memory 114 and the content associated with the request
is written into far memory 114 by direct application of the
request’s system memory address. The new, updated
cache line is also written in the near memory cache line
slot that the request’s system memory address maps to
and that just suffered a miss. The writing of the cache
line into the near memory cache line slot causes the evic-
tion of the cache line that was in the near memory cache
line slot. The evicted cache line is written back to its prop-
er location in far memory 114.
[0019] In the above operational description, the cache
line that was associated with the newly received read or
write request is placed into the near memory cache line
slot in the case of a near memory cache miss in order to
increase the chances of a hit in near memory for a next
request received by the main memory controller 116 that
maps to the cache line slot. Main memory requests have
been known to demonstrate spatial and temporal locality.
That is, main memory requests will often call-upon
same/similar system memory addresses in narrow time
windows. However, unfortunately, as the number of sys-
tem memory addresses that map to a same cache line
slot grows, the chance of a miss in near memory increas-
es.
[0020] Thus, in the exemplary computer system de-
scribed herein, in which, e.g., eight system memory ad-
dresses map to a same cache line slot in near memory
113, whenever a cache line having a particular system
memory address occupies its proper cache line slot in
near memory 113, there are seven other system memory
addresses that the main memory controller 116 may re-
ceive a request for and that compete with the cache line
for the cache line slot. If the spatial and temporal locality
assumption does not strictly hold true, there can be det-
rimental thrashing of caching activity. That is, if requests
having different system memory addresses that map to
a same cache line slot in near memory 113 are received
within narrow time windows, the requests will tend to ex-
perience cache misses rather than cache hits.
[0021] As such, the potential performance boost that
near memory cache provides will be substantially lost,
and, additionally, bottlenecks may exist within the main

memory controller 116 as it continually evicts cache lines
from near memory 113, writes new cache lines in near
memory and accesses far memory 114 for each of a sig-
nificant number of the requests that it receives. If any of
these requests are being issued from a high priority com-
ponent/process/thread within the computing system,
such as a hardware or software thread that is executing
on a CPU core, the substantial loss of the performance
boost from near memory 113 and/or any bottlenecks
within the main memory controller 116 may not be ac-
ceptable.
[0022] Nevertheless, the overall system may be con-
figured to ensure the near memory performance boost
for such high priority processes albeit with some sacrifice
of far memory storage 114 capacity. Fig. 2 shows an
architectural diagram of near memory cache capacity
213 and far memory cache capacity 214. For simplicity,
the diagram continues with the example of a 1:8 ratio of
near memory capacity 213 to far memory capacity 214.
Fig. 2 simplistically depicts a few single cache line slots
221, 222 in near memory 213 and the corresponding
cache line locations 223, 224 in far memory 214 whose
system memory addresses respectively map to the
cache line slots 221, 222. That is, the system memory
addresses of cache line locations 223 in far memory map
214 to cache line slot 221 in near memory 213, the system
memory addresses of cache line locations 224 in far
memory 214 map to cache line slot 22 in near memory
213, etc.
[0023] Additionally, Fig. 2 shows a significant reserved
section 225 of the near memory storage capacity being
reserved for high priority components/processes/threads
and also shows the corresponding amount of far memory
storage capacity 226 that maps to the reserved section
225 of near memory. That is, with each unit of near mem-
ory capacity corresponding to eight units of far memory
capacity, the amount of far memory storage capacity 226
whose corresponding system memory address space
maps to the high priority reserved section 225 of near
memory is eight times the size as the high priority re-
served section 225. For simplicity, this amount of far
memory storage capacity 226 is depicted as a contiguous
region of the far memory 214.
[0024] Importantly, in order to secure high perform-
ance main memory speeds for certain high priority com-
ponents/processes/threads, as observed in Fig. 2, seven
eighths of the region 226 of far memory 214 whose sys-
tem memory address space maps to cache slots within
the high priority region 225 of near memory is declared
unusable 227. By refraining from allocating the system
memory address space of the un-useable region 227 of
far memory 214, the high priority region 225 of near mem-
ory 213 can effectively be used as a directly addressable
system memory and not as a memory side cache.
[0025] That is, the 1:8 near memory to far memory ca-
pacity ratio can be seen as an oversubscription of near
memory caching capacity to far memory storage capacity
that results in the potential for contention of near memory
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storage capacity, which, as described above, results in
near memory miss activity and main memory bottle-
necks. By declaring only one eighth of the region 226 of
far memory to be useable 228, the oversubscription of
near memory and corresponding contention for near
memory resources can be eliminated. Here, system
memory addresses that are allocated/assigned to the
useable region 228 of far memory 214 will essentially
operate out of the high priority near memory region 225
because they do not compete with any other system
memory addresses for the same near memory storage
space (such "competing" addresses correspond to the
unused region 227).
[0026] In an embodiment, as discussed above, accord-
ing to nominal read/write request response operation, a
request’s system memory address is used to determine
which cache line slot the address maps to in near mem-
ory. By its nature, therefore, the cache line slot determi-
nation process presents a same near memory address
for each of eight different system memory addresses.
Fig. 2 depicts this behavior with eight far memory loca-
tions 223 (and corresponding system memory address-
es) mapping into near memory slot 221 and eight far
memory locations 224 (and corresponding system mem-
ory addresses) mapping into near memory slot 222, etc.
[0027] Therefore, in order to use the high priority near
memory region 225 as high priority addressable system
memory address space, for each near memory address
within the high priority region 225, seven of the eight sys-
tem memory addresses that map to it via the memory
controller’s cache line slot determination function are de-
clared ineligible and are not permitted to be allocated to
any component/process/thread that issues requests to
main memory. This region of system memory address
space is represented by un-useable region 227 in Fig. 2.
[0028] As such, only one system memory address per
eight that map to a same near memory address via the
memory controller’s cache line slot determination func-
tion can be allocated. These system memory addresses
correspond to useable region 228. By so doing, compe-
tition/contention between that system memory address
and any other system memory address for near memory
resources should be eliminated (notably, the size of re-
gions 225 and 228 are approximately the same). Without
such contention, all accesses for an address that maps
to a particular cache line slot in near memory 213 will
result in a "hit" in near memory. As such, the compo-
nent/process/thread that has been allocated the address
will enjoy much faster main memory access times be-
cause its requests are constantly being serviced out of
faster near memory 213.
[0029] Here, the sacrifice of the far memory space in
exchange for the guaranteed higher performance with a
certain amount of system memory address space may
make sense for a number of applications. In particular,
in certain high performance environments, such as cloud
computing execute engines to name just one example,
overall performance will be noticeably better if certain

time critical instances of program code are allocated to
run out of the system memory address space of region
288 which results in physical execution out of near mem-
ory region 225. Examples of such higher priority program
code instances generally include lower level program
code such as a virtual machine monitor (VMM), an op-
erating system or operating system instance (a VMM can
generally support the execution of many operating sys-
tem instances), an interrupt handler, etc..
[0030] High performance applications may also de-
mand guaranteed execution out of near memory (e.g.,
artificial intelligence applications, machine learning ap-
plications, graphics processing applications, high per-
formance storage applications, etc.). Moreover, guaran-
teed execution out of near memory may also be allocated
for components other than a CPU hardware thread or
software thread. Examples include main memory re-
sources that are depended upon by a co-processor (e.g.,
a graphics processing unit or image processing unit) or
high speed network interface.
[0031] As discussed above, the allocation of system
memory address space with region 228 will provide high
priority program code and/or other system components
that need to physically operate out of near memory 213
with region 225 as the effective physical main memory
resources for such code/components. By contrast, lower
priority code/components may be allocated system
memory space associated with far memory other than
region 226. Such code/components may therefore expe-
rience some near memory thrashing. However, the lower
priority nature of these components does not cause se-
rious degradation to overall system performance be-
cause of their lower priority stature.
[0032] In another embodiment, which is depicted in
Fig. 3, thrashing as between low priority and high priority
code/components is largely prevented but thrashing be-
tween same priority levels is permitted or possible. Here,
according to the embodiment of Fig. 3, high priority
code/components are allocated the system memory ad-
dress space associated with region 326. As such, high
priority threads, for instance, may thrash with one another
(1:8 oversubscription exists between near memory re-
gion 325 and far memory region 326). However, near
memory 325 is essentially devoted to high priority
threads. That is, a percentage of near memory 313 (the
percentage represented by region 325) is allocated only
for the processing of high performance threads. By con-
trast, the remainder of far memory 314 (the system mem-
ory address space associated with far memory 314 other
than region 326) and near memory 313 (the region of
near memory 313 other than region 325) is devoted to
lower priority threads.
[0033] According to this approach, at least the eviction
of a high priority cache line from near memory 313 be-
cause a request has been newly received for a low priority
thread’s cache line that competes for the same cache
line slot will be avoided. That is, high priority cache lines
will not be demoted from near memory cache because
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the compete for same cache line slots with low priority
cache lines. As such, at least a region 325 of near mem-
ory 313 is guaranteed to support only high priority cache
lines even is some thrashing between near memory and
far memory occurs.
[0034] Note that the general approach of Fig. 3 can be
extended to define more than two partitions in system
memory where thrashing between partitions. That is,
more generally, N different partitions may be defined in
system where each partition has its own dedicated near
memory space and its own dedicated far memory space
and specific users are assigned to operate out of (are
provided system memory addresses within) a particular
partition. By so doing, thrashing as between partitions is
avoided. The different partitions can even be viewed in
various circumstances as different priority or class levels
(e.g., by declaring different percentages of address
space with each partition/class as un-useable so as to
establish different degrees of contention across parti-
tions).
[0035] Other embodiments may include both elements
of the embodiments of Figs. 2 and 3. That is, for example,
the approach of Fig. 3 is adopted, however, the amount
of region 326 that is allocated to high priority threads is
less than the entire capacity of region 326 to, e.g., 75%,
50% or 25% of the entire capacity of region 326. Here,
allocated far memory space is still larger than region 228
of Fig. 2, so some thrashing between high priority threads
may still take place. Nevertheless, such thrashing should
be less than the approach of the Fig. 3 because near
memory is not as over-subscribed for the high priority
threads.
[0036] In various embodiments, the configuration/allo-
cation of system memory address space is performed,
e.g., as part of firmware program code, boot-up program
code and/or system configuration program code. Any of
these may accept user input to give direction on and/or
automatically determine, e.g., how much far memory ca-
pacity is to be declared unusable, how much near mem-
ory oversubscription is to exist for high priority compo-
nents/processes/threads, whether near memory over-
subscription is to be eliminated, which system memory
addresses are not to be used, which system memory
addresses are to be allocated to high priority compo-
nents/processes/threads, which system memory ad-
dresses are to be allocated to low priority compo-
nents/processes/threads, which physical near memory
addresses are to be allocated to high priority compo-
nents/processes/threads, etc.
[0037] As is known in the art, software programs are
generally written and compiled to refer to virtual address-
es and translation look aside buffers (TLBs) in the mem-
ory unit of the CPU processing cores that execute the
software programs are used to translate the virtual ad-
dresses called out by the software to actual physical sys-
tem memory addresses. A virtual machine monitor, op-
erating system and/or operating system instance may be
involved in the establishment of the translations by plac-

ing specific virtual address-to-physical address transla-
tion entries in the TLBs. Notably, each entry in a TLB
typically identifies a physical address as a particular
"page" in system memory that a range of physical system
memory addresses falls within (higher ordered bits of the
physical system memory addresses correspond to the
page ID in the TLB).
[0038] Here, in order to effectively configure the sys-
tem so that a set of specific physical system memory
addresses are not used (such as those associated with
region 227 of Fig. 2) the virtual machine monitor, oper-
ating system or operating system instance does not enter
any un-useable physical system memory address in a
TLB. By so doing, no requests will be issued to main
memory having the un-useable addresses (there is no
translation that will produce them).
[0039] As such, in configuring a system in accordance
with the principles described herein, firmware program
code, boot-up program code, system configuration pro-
gram code, virtual machine monitor program code, op-
erating system instance program code, operating system
program code or any combination thereof and/or other
program code will first determine the configuration type
of the system memory such as, e.g., determining if any
of the approaches of Figs. 2, 3 or some combination ap-
ply. If so, the program code will then determine the sys-
tem memory address implications.
[0040] For example, if a region of physical address
space of near memory is to be used for high priority com-
ponents/threads/processes and the approach of Fig. 2
is to be applied, the near memory addresses are identi-
fied and the physical system memory addresses that map
to these addresses are determined. In determining these
addresses, the program code may have some embedded
understanding of the algorithm used by the memory con-
troller to determine which cache line slot a system mem-
ory address maps to (e.g., the mathematical inverse of
the algorithm) so that system memory addresses that
map to a particular near memory address can be readily
determined.
[0041] Some percentage of the determined physical
system memory addresses are then deemed not useable
and the identities of such addresses are acknowledged
by a virtual machine monitor, operating system instance
or operating system as being un-usable so that they are
not entered in any TLBs. Likewise, useable physical sys-
tem memory addresses ranges for high priority compo-
nents/processes/threads and/or useable physical sys-
tem memory address ranges for low priority compo-
nents/processes/threads may also be determined and
used by a virtual machine monitor, operating system in-
stance and/or operating system to allocate specific sys-
tem memory addresses to specific compo-
nents/threads/processes based on their priority level.
Any/all of the allocations described above may be per-
formed at page granularity (each page corresponds to a
set of physical system memory addresses).
[0042] It is pertinent to note that the components, proc-
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essors and/or threads described above (including hard-
ware and/or software threads) may each be more gener-
ically viewed as users of the system memory.
[0043] The exact function/algorithm used to map sys-
tem memory addresses to cache line slots (the cache
line slot determination function) may vary from embodi-
ment. According to just one approach, the near memory
cache is a direct mapped cache that strictly maps each
cache line slot to a different unique set of system memory
addresses (e.g., through a hashing function, uniquely
identifying specific cache line slots with higher ordered
system memory address bits, etc.). Other embodiments
may employ different caching structures for the higher
level of system memory (e.g., associative caches such
as a set associative cache). The cache line slot determi-
nation function may be implemented in the memory con-
troller with hardwired logic circuitry, programmable cir-
cuitry, logic circuitry that executes program code (e.g.,
an embedded controller or embedded processor) or any
combination of these. Detection of cache hit/misses may
be determined by, e.g., referring to a look-up table in the
near memory controller having entries for the different
cache line slots that keep a "tag" (e.g., the lower and/or
intermediate system memory address bits) of the cache
line that is currently occupying a particular slot. Alterna-
tively or in combination, tag information may be kept in
near memory.
[0044] Fig. 4 shows a method described above. The
method includes recognizing higher priority users of a
multi-level system memory characterized by a faster
higher level and a slower lower level in which the higher
level is to act as a cache for the lower level and in which
a first capacity of the higher level is less than a second
capacity of the lower level such that caching resources
of the higher level are oversubscribe-able 401. The meth-
od also includes performing at least one of: declaring an
amount of the second capacity un-useable to reduce
oversubscription of the caching resources 402; allocating
system memory address space of the multi-level system
memory so that requests associated with lower priority
users will not compete with requests associated with the
higher priority users for the caching resources 403.
[0045] Fig. 5 provides an exemplary depiction of a
computing system 500 (e.g., a smartphone, a tablet com-
puter, a laptop computer, a desktop computer, a server
computer, etc.). As observed in FIG. 5, the basic com-
puting system 500 may include a central processing unit
501 (which may include, e.g., a plurality of general pur-
pose processing cores 515_1 through 515_X) and a main
memory controller 517 disposed on a multi-core proces-
sor or applications processor, system memory 502, a dis-
play 503 (e.g., touchscreen, flat-panel), a local wired
point-to-point link (e.g., USB) interface 504, various net-
work I/O functions 505 (such as an Ethernet interface
and/or cellular modem subsystem), a wireless local area
network (e.g., WiFi) interface 506, a wireless point-to-
point link (e.g., Bluetooth) interface 507 and a Global
Positioning System interface 508, various sensors 509_1

through 509_Y, one or more cameras 510, a battery 511,
a power management control unit 512, a speaker and
microphone 513 and an audio coder/decoder 514.
[0046] An applications processor or multi-core proces-
sor 550 may include one or more general purpose
processing cores 515 within its CPU 501, one or more
graphical processing units 516, a memory management
function 517 (e.g., a memory controller) and an I/O control
function 518. The general purpose processing cores 515
typically execute the operating system and application
software of the computing system. The graphics process-
ing unit 516 typically executes graphics intensive func-
tions to, e.g., generate graphics information that is pre-
sented on the display 503. The memory control function
517 interfaces with the system memory 502 to write/read
data to/from system memory 502. The power manage-
ment control unit 512 generally controls the power con-
sumption of the system 500.
[0047] Each of the touchscreen display 503, the com-
munication interfaces 504-507, the GPS interface 508,
the sensors 509, the camera(s) 510, and the speaker/mi-
crophone codec 513, 514 all can be viewed as various
forms of I/O (input and/or output) relative to the overall
computing system including, where appropriate, an inte-
grated peripheral device as well (e.g., the one or more
cameras 510). Depending on implementation, various
ones of these I/O components may be integrated on the
applications processor/multi-core processor 550 or may
be located off the die or outside the package of the ap-
plications processor/multi-core processor 550. The com-
puting system also includes non-volatile storage 520
which may be the mass storage component of the sys-
tem.
[0048] The system may have a multi-level system
memory that can be configured as described above to
ensure a certain amount of faster, higher level system
memory resources are devoted to higher priority users
including reduced or no contention for such resources.
[0049] Embodiments of the invention may include var-
ious processes as set forth above. The processes may
be embodied in machine-executable instructions. The in-
structions can be used to cause a general-purpose or
special-purpose processor to perform certain processes.
Alternatively, these processes may be performed by spe-
cific/custom hardware components that contain hard-
wired logic circuitry or programmable logic circuitry (e.g.,
FPGA, PLD) for performing the processes, or by any
combination of programmed computer components and
custom hardware components.
[0050] Elements of the present invention may also be
provided as a machine-readable medium for storing the
machine-executable instructions. The machine-readable
medium may include, but is not limited to, floppy dis-
kettes, optical disks, CD-ROMs, and magneto-optical
disks, FLASH memory, ROMs, RAMs, EPROMs, EEP-
ROMs, magnetic or optical cards, propagation media or
other type of media/machine-readable medium suitable
for storing electronic instructions. For example, the
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present invention may be downloaded as a computer pro-
gram which may be transferred from a remote computer
(e.g., a server) to a requesting computer (e.g., a client)
by way of data signals embodied in a carrier wave or
other propagation medium via a communication link (e.g.,
a modem or network connection).
[0051] In the foregoing specification, the invention has
been described with reference to specific exemplary em-
bodiments thereof. It will, however, be evident that vari-
ous modifications and changes may be made thereto
without departing from the broader spirit and scope of
the invention as set forth in the appended claims. The
specification and drawings are, accordingly, to be regard-
ed in an illustrative rather than a restrictive sense.

Claims

1. An apparatus, comprising:

a memory controller to interface to a multi-level
system memory characterized by a faster high-
er level and a slower lower level in which the
higher level is to act as a cache for the lower
level and in which a first capacity of the higher
level is less than a second capacity of the lower
level such that caching resources of the higher
level are oversubscribe-able, the apparatus
comprising configuration register space to sup-
port dedication of a region of the higher level to
higher priority users of the multi-level system
memory in which:

a) an amount of the second capacity is de-
clared un-useable to reduce oversubscrip-
tion of the caching resources; and/or
b) system memory address space of the
multi-level system memory is allocated so
that requests associated with lower priority
users will not compete with requests asso-
ciated with the higher priority users for the
caching resources.

2. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the cache is a di-
rect mapped cache.

3. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the configuration
register space is to indicate whether the apparatus
will operate according to a) above.

4. The apparatus of claim 3 wherein the configuration
register space is to indicate if the oversubscription
is eliminated.

5. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the configuration
register space is to indicate whether the apparatus
will operate according to b) above.

6. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the configuration
register space is to indicate whether the apparatus
will operate according to a) and b) above.

7. A machine readable storage medium containing pro-
gram code, the program code to be executed by a
processor of a computer to cause the computer to
perform a method, comprising:

recognizing higher priority users of a multi-level
system memory characterized by a faster high-
er level and a slower lower level in which the
higher level is to act as a cache for the lower
level and in which a first capacity of the higher
level is less than a second capacity of the lower
level such that caching resources of the higher
level are oversubscribe-able;
performing at least one of a) and b) below:

a) declaring an amount of the second ca-
pacity un-useable to reduce oversubscrip-
tion of the caching resources;
b) allocating system memory address
space of the multi-level system memory so
that requests associated with lower priority
users will not compete with requests asso-
ciated with the higher priority users for the
caching resources.

8. The machine readable storage medium of claim 7
wherein a) above is performed.

9. The machine readable storage medium of claim 8
wherein a) and b) above is performed.

10. The machine readable storage medium of claim 8
wherein the method further comprises refraining
from allocating system memory addresses that map
to a same unit of the caching resources.

11. The machine readable storage medium of claim 10
wherein the refraining further comprises applying a
function of a memory controller, or an inverse there-
of, to determine the system memory addresses, the
function to be used by the memory controller to de-
termine which caching resource unit a system mem-
ory address maps to.

12. The machine readable storage medium of claim 8
wherein the oversubscription is eliminated.

13. The machine readable storage medium of claim 7
wherein b) above is performed.

14. The machine readable storage medium of claim 7
wherein the machine readable medium is a compo-
nent of the computer.
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15. A computing system comprising the subject matter
recited by any of claims 1 through 14
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